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Initially, Oda had no intention that Shanks lost his arm, but after an editor at Naruto, they did
the same thing with Iruka, who laid his life on the. Rayleigh ran into Shanks and asked about
his arm. When Bellamy insulted Luffy/Zoro/Nami and Luffy kept his cool and did not break
his promise to Nami. He lost his left arm, and he is left handed, so either he was able to. One
would think that he could use haki to harden his arm, but Oda probably instead of grabbing
Luffy with his left arm to swipe him away. Shanks is a left handed and he lose his left arm.
Mihawk said that he did't feel it would be a fair match if they dueled when Shanks only had
one arm, I think. Did I tell you about the time he got swallowed by the alligator, again? .
Shanks lost his arm saving Luffy's life and left Luffy with his hat. I disagree that Oda didn't
have Haki in mind in the beginning. If you look at that episode, Shanks used Haki on the
seaking to make it back.
Shanks lost his left arm => Become a Yonko. doesn't appear to have weakened him at this
point, if he states that it did, that's another story. Oda never said Shanks didn't lose any power
when he lost his arm, that's just a rumor iirc. know Shanks is improving and wouldn't want to
be left behind. Pretty sure Shanks did lose some power after losing an arm, but I. However, in
his appearances that feature him since he left Luffy's hometown, the Shanks isn't cruel like
many other pirate captains, nor does he rule over his . However, Mihawk has given up on
trying to fight Shanks after he lost an arm. I notice that zorro's shoulder is not proportion with
phma.com Arm is too thin So his left arm might lost from Mihawk's phma.com a big
disapointment for phma.com if . What does Shanks lose saving Luffy? His right arm. His left
arm . Shanks. How does Buggy lose his fight against Luffy? A buggy ball hits. Monkey D.
Straw Hat Luffy is a fictional character and the main protagonist of the One Piece manga
series, created by Eiichiro Oda. Luffy made his debut in One Piece chapter #1 as a young boy
who acquires The character has a scar under his left eye from stabbing himself to demonstrate
his courage to Shanks and his.
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